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8. Bremsstrahlung

Radiative Processes
in Astrophysics

Bremsstrahlung emission (reminder)

for a population of electrons, all with the same velocity:

for a population with a Boltzmann (thermal) velocity dsitribution:

for small angle scatterings, the emission from a single collision:



Cooling Time
energy content of the gas

rate at which energy is being radiated away

for a pure hydrogen gas, fully ionised:
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HII regions: ne~102! 103 cm!3; T~ 103!104 K        tc~ 100!1000 yr

Galaxy clusters: ne~10!3 cm!3; T~ 107 !108 K      tc~ 1010 yr

Bremsstrahlung (free-free) Absorption
the inverse reactionThermal case: obtained via Kirchoff’s law



Radiative Transfer

bremstrahlung absorption at low frequencies

Absorption in R-J regime
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free-free
absorption

Bremsstrahlung SED

radio X-ray
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An Example: Physical properties of a cluster

hot H gas in hydrostatic equilibrium

for a fully ionised plasma of pure
hydrogen, Z=1 & ne = np



for a fully ionised plasma sphere of
pure hydrogen, Z=1 & ne = np

What can we learn from flux

If the gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium, then the virial theorem applies:

p.e. = 2 k.e. equipartition of energy:

Mass of Cluster



in the case of hydrostatic equilibrium - the mass of the cluster can be
inferred from the velocity dispersion of the individual galaxies, and the
kinetic energy per unit mass will be the same for a galaxy as for an electron-
ion pair.

density

Abell 3528 - Cooling Flows

ROSAT (X-ray)



relative power from (L) line emission (R) radiative recombination &
Bremsstrahlung (B)
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1 electron - 1 ion

the net energy radiated:

the energy of the emitted quanta in the observer frame should not exceed the
electron energy ~#mc2 or in the electron frame h" < mc2

The electron sees the electric field of a rapidly moving ion as an impulse with

so                          lasting

Non-relativistic case:

In a collision the electron sees an impulse with                                lasting a
time                     resulting in the emission of an amount of energy:

Relativistic case: compute in rest frame of electron, which sees the highly
foreshortened and amplified electric field of a relativistic ion, and then
transform back to the observer’s frame.

the energy of the emitted quanta should not exceed the kinetic energy of
electron, so h" < mv2 or equivalently b>bmin = h/mv



1 electron - many ions
Non-relativistic case

The electrons see a volume occupied by the foreshortened ions, and thus an
oncoming stream of ions with v ~ c and density #ni (the ion density in 
the observer rest frame, or rest frame of the ions). 
The rate of collisions with b~bmin is:

and therefore the power output
in the electron frame is:

The frequency of collisions with impact parameter <b is dN/dt ~ nivb2!b2

whereas energy dW ! 1/b3, so most of the energy is emitted in collisions with
b~bmin. The power output of a single electron is dW/dt ~nivZ2e6/mc3h.

Relativistic case

Many electron - many ions

Tthe 1-electron power, dW/dt is Lorentz invariant, and electrons have space
density ne so the power per unit volume is:

with most of the energy
radiated at frequency:

Relativistic case:

Non-relativistic case:
The power per unit volume is:



given that the main energy radiated in a
collision (in the electron rest frame) is:

and the energy in the observer frame is therefore, dW = #dW’

Ufield is energy density of the external field (in rest frame of the ion), thus
we can estimate the bremsstrahlung process as though the electron passing
close to the ion knocks out the energy density in a volume b$T and in the
process boosts this by a factor #2

Relativistic Bremsstrahlung

Gamma-rays from the Galaxy
Gamma-ray emission is detected from our Galaxy which is thought to arise
from relativistic Bremsstrahlung from high energy electrons.

the radiative energy is carried by photons with h" ~ Ee

energies in the range 30-100MeV, suggesting many relativistic electrons
with #~100



Final remarks on Bremsstrahlung
a photon is emitted when a moving electron deeply penetrates the Coulomb
field of positive ion and then is decelerated

the energy of the photon can never exceed the kinetic energy of the electron

generally the ''classical'' description of the phenomenon  is adequate, the
quantum mechanics requires an appropriate Gaunt Factor only

we have either ''thermal'' or ''relativistic'' bremsstrahlung, depending on the
population (velocity/energy distribution) of the electrons.


